BLT Series Tunable White

The first tunable platform integrated into a mainstream digital control network

Tunable White Lighting Solutions
for the Classroom
Research1 supports that lighting can have a positive effect on learning and attention.
Lithonia Lighting® and Acuity Controls bring lighting adaptability in an easy-to-use
plug & play platform. With simple elegance, nLight® delivers dimming and color
tuning effects at the touch of a button.

BLT Series Luminaire

Tunable White is perfect in classrooms and educational settings as it allows the light
color temperature to be adjusted to the optimal light level for student tasks such as
reading or test taking.

Mainstream Dynamic Tunable White
Mainstream Dynamic brings exciting features once reserved for
niche applications into everyday lighting systems. The Tunable
white features allows for the inclusion of white light into various
scenes— matching the optimal light for different activities.
When Tunable White is deployed on our nLight controls
network, we call it nTune. This allows nLight to control lighting
color temperature on the same network that manages motion
detection, daylight harvesting and dimming. Customers can build
a system of controls and luminaires that work seamlessly together.

1 Supporting research www.acuitybrands.com/blttwresearch

Commercial Indoor

nLight Tunable
White Wallstation

BLT Series Tunable White
General (4200K)

The General setting provides cool, crisp light ideal for collaboration.

Reading (3000K)

The Reading setting offers relaxing, warmer light for personal focus tasks.

Testing (3500K)

Energy (5000K)

The Testing setting is a neutral, non-distracting color temperature.

The Energy setting is cooler, refreshing light to help combat afternoon fatigue.

Features

BLT Series offers more sizes for greater flexibility

 Simple plug & play installation by utilizing
the nLight network
 Select pre-set color temperatures or adjust
to any CCT in the Productivity Range 3000K-5000K
 Optional pre-set and engraved wallpods
available with 4 default settings (General,
Reading, Testing and Energy)
 Customize your application with SensorView
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Pre-programmed custom engraved wallpods*

A+ Certified solutions from Acuity Brands
help you quickly and confidently select
and implement lighting systems that are
both compatible and consistent.

nPODM
2P DX CCT

*Also available without pre-programming and engraving to configure to your customer’s optimized settings.
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